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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from The Passing of War: A Study in
Things That Make for Peace It has been recently urged with force and skill that Economic
considerations alone are conclusive against War. Current affairs in Europe have also been pointing
the same moral. Only a few months ago Germany afforded an object-lesson to the world upon the
cost of indulgence in aggressive feeling, with consequent rumour of War. We could see how acute
commercial crisis, in a country living on credit, can be produced by a few weeks hostile handling by
a single neighbour of the long lever of Finance. Now that the warp and woof of banking and trade
are closely interwoven in one vast international web, so striking a situation is produced even by War
s forecast shadow, that it seems scarcely a vain question whether the subjugation of one nation to
the will of another, especially if that other has wealthy allies, might not be bloodlessly effected by
financial pressure alone if it were organised and combined. There exists, moreover, another power,
not of Capital...
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A whole new e book with a brand new point of view. I could possibly comprehended every thing using this written e book. Its been written in an extremely
simple way which is only soon after i finished reading through this ebook by which actually modified me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Ma r cia  McDer m ott-- Ma r cia  McDer m ott

The very best book i actually read through. I have got read through and i am certain that i will likely to read through yet again yet again down the road. I
realized this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to learn.
-- Alfr eda  B a r r ows-- Alfr eda  B a r r ows
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